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Consume my thought, rupture my being
Devour my soul, mentally bleeding, what has this done
to me?
Live with this trauma, torment
Actions, words, forever immortalized, mistakes,
regrets
Misery ripping to pain, agony pain burning conflict
inside
Unanswered questions burn in me, burning red hot
mental torment

Screams shrouded in mind, body and soul
Wounds opened from tense anger and scorn
Consequence, blood letting, blood settles in pools
Hatred, screams ripping apart, memories seep from
my wound
Scratching free, blood from me
Mind fucking insanely echoing, sanity lies in it's
dormancy
Inside my head, rage, fear, confusing me
Sell myself short of myself, guilt, stress, stabbing my
shield
Piercing these holes right through

Me, fate, carved into stone I am doomed
Plagued, receding into my hell, death, breathing but
I'm not alive
Slave to my own mind I am
Lost inner feeling, fucked inner feeling, hate
Mind harbors anger, I harbor anger, soul harbors anger
Bleed Bitter Hatred Cold Bitter Hatred Sick Bitter
Hatred Agony
Self mental torment, my mental torment, I am mental
torment

Sanctum retreat into painfully agonized torture
Self bred horror terrible
>From my wound, scratching free, blood from me
Mind fucking insanely echoing
Sanity lies in it's dormancy awaiting me
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You are helpless to me, hunting my prey, smelling my
blood
I am hungry you see, nothing to eat, stomach empty
Your poor victim to be, take your clothes off, give
yourself up
I am physically stronger than you, what can you do?

You're my prey, my next kill, put you inside of me, time
to feed
Hung and bled, stripped and ripped, start to eviscerate
Man of beast, beast of man
Quench me of my hunger, satiate my thirst
One more bite of flesh, just one more drop of blood

You are dead, used up, rot in the ground for me
You are dead, used up, you are dead
Devoured your blood, sipped it real slow, lived all it's
pain
Tasted so good, when it ran fresh, straight from the
wounds
Pouring out the red, thick, rich and warm, into my
mouth
Blood has gone bad, when it runs black, I drink of it's
death

Manimal of mankind, ancient lycanthrope
Feeding on the blood of man and his mortal flesh
Territorial beast, born to kill and feed
Awaken from sleep, bring forth your wretched horror
Eyes gaze deep into yours, frozen in fear, shitting your
pants
I have instincts to feed, ardors to treat, sweetness to
taste
Tongue swells, oozing with spit, gritting my teeth,
ready to bite

Earth's blood wolf comes for you, there's nothing you
can do
Death's waiting here for you inside my sturdy ribcage
Fangs dig in deep, pierce your flesh, bleeding bestial
atrocity
Claws grasp your pain, squeeze your life
Gasping, spitting out a pool of blood
Jaws locked on tight, crushing bone, screaming, animal
ferocity
Strength to kill man, feeding on man bleeding, manly
inhumanitans
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